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Time histories of the pedestal width and the spectrogram of the 
poloidal magnetic field fluctuations determined by external 
magnetic probes [K. Burrell PoP 2016]

DIII-D Discharge 163518 selected for analysis

● Good diagnostic data set 

– Synthetic comparison

● Highly analyzed shot:

– X. Ren JINST (2015)
● counter-propagation of 

dominant and higher-k 
modes (IDD vs EDD)

– K. Burrell PoP (2016)

– X. Chen NF (2017)

– M. Ono APS (2018) 
UP11.00058

● BES analysis

Select 2350ms with EHO as “baseline”



Linear computations with ExB flow find 
marginally stable modes

● Chicken and egg problem: 

– Nonlinear relaxation 
relaxes plasma profiles

– Reconstruction accounts 
for this relaxation

– Simulation is of sat. 
state; not accessibility

● Solution: Reduce the ped. 
width 

– Ped. top moved from 
~0.93 ψn to ~0.96

● Also: enhances resistivity 
(10x) destabilizes modes
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Nonlinear saturation achieved

● Slower dynamics 
than 145098 
(NF/PoP 2017)

● N=1-3 dominant 
late in time

● Density/Temp 
floor critical 
during initial 
relaxation 



Density perturbations significant near upper 
x-point

t = 0.27 ms



Next step is synthetic comparison with BES

● Plan: 

– study sat. state with and without 2F/FLR model

– Transition to 2F/FLR by decreasing time-dependent 
electron charge from infinity (1F) to real value 

● Also run case later in time during wide pedestal

– Measure electron dynamics different
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Consider the MHD equations with steady-
state sources

● Steady-state sources often represent physics outside the MHD 
model equations (e.g. RF/beam sources, neoclassical transport and 
neutral fueling)

● Next construct the associated energy equation



Including a transport model also resolves 
energy inconsistencies with flow

● Energy flow largely consistent without prescribed flows

● Could use [FLOW code by Guazzotto et al., PoP (2004)] but issues with 
discontinuities with large flow and consistency with EFIT reconstructions

– Another question: solution consistent with MHD but does it require 
additional physics (e.g. RF/beam sources, neoclassical transport and 
neutral fueling) for consistency with experiment?

● Proposed solution: better transport modeling for the flow

Force balance => 0

Divergence-free flux => 0

Inconsistent
source terms



Mechanisms for flow

● External torques (e.g. neutral beams),

● Stress from the neoclassical stress tensor (intrinsic 
neoclassical flow),

● Coupling to the wall through the plasma sheath,

● Forces from interactions with neutrals through charge 
exchange and impurities,

● Stress from the drifts associated with the gradient and 
curvature of the magnetic field,

● Torques from the interaction with 3D fields 

(e.g., neoclassical toroidal viscosity)

● Stress from high-k instabilities (e.g., ion/electron-
temperature-gradient modes)

Source from external code

Kinetic closures

Boundary condition

Neutral modeling

Kinetic FLR model

Kinetic closures

Source from external code

Plan to address the 2D (4D with kinetic closures) 
aspects of this problem



Analyze DIII-D shot 164988 

SOL extrapolation: King et al. PoP 2017

Need impurity 
model

Need impurity 
model



First step: periodic slab cases with profiles 
comparable to the 164988 pedestal

Initial state is local EQ:

Unexpected 
neutral 
accumulation 

T
e
(wall)=10 eV

Initial state

Final state



Degas2 ionization and recombination 
coefficients differ from default expressions

Degas2 tables
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recombination

ionization

(Tables extend further than plot)

Goto et al. PoP 2002Default implementation



Use of Degas2 cross-sections provides 
reasonable results on slab benchmark 

Initial state is local EQ:

Neutrals flow 
into the core 
and cx and or 
ionize

T
e
(wall)=10 eV

Initial state

Final state



Neutral particle flux from the wall is 
determined by the edge temperature

Initial state is local EQ:

Larger neutral 
source at lower 
edge temperature

T
e
(wall)=4 eV

Initial state

Final state

Provides rough
control of gas
injection



Neutral solutions are possible in DIII-D 
cases but require careful attention to profiles

T
e
(wall)=10 eV

● Enhanced diffusion used for stability
● Likely required due to temperature “notch” at ped. top
● Require an impurity model to eliminate
● Poloidal asymmetry near divertor is from Grad-Shafranov 

SOL assumption and is not realistic

Initial state
Final state

Temp. notch
drives “+” flow



DKE δf formulation: Held PoP 2015

● Find the steady-state solution; See Held et al., PoP 2015

● Requires Te=Ti to avoid Spitzer thermalization with δf formulation

● Same equations solved as in NEO (no radial coupling) but using a global formulation (not flux-surface local)

Assuming                  and weak electric fields

Transforming



Moments of kinetic solution produce reasonable resulting 
bootstrap current and ion parallel flow



Next step is to couple the “radial” direction 
in the kinetic equation

● In pedestal vD << vll not valid

– Need to include “radial” coupling through vD.·∇ operator

– Requires radially coupled solution (infrastructure present)
● Considering formulation:

– Full F is challenging (requires nonlinear collision op)

– CEL formulation

– Hinton-Hazeltine “large-flow” DKE [Belli NF (2009)]

● Add kinetic impurity species (e.g. Carbon 6+)

● Require time-dependent solution to near steady-state with Te ≠ Ti

● Couple neutral and kinetic models through collision operator



Edge flow modeling – Summary

● Inconsistent power-flow equations with flow and steady-state sources 
make the need for a comprehensive flow model clear

– Requires a multitude of physics outside of MHD including drift-kinetics 
and main-ion neutral interaction 

● Neutral equation solutions with Degas2 ionization and recombination 
rates are tractible within NIMROD

● DKE solution is tractible with δf formulationf formulation

● Next steps are clear, to include:

– Kinetic “radial” coupling (beyond δf formulationf)

– Kinetic + neutral coupling

– Kinetic impurity species (e.g. Carbon 6+)

– Neutral beam sources

● Ultimately, plan is to compare to main-ion and C6+ CER 
measurements to validate resulting model
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